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21C Skills Lab’s Edternships programme will 
pair stand-out teachers with business partners 
to offer real-world educational opportunities to 
New Zealand students. 

In January 2019, 21C Skills Lab began an initial exploration phase (Phase One) for 
developing an “edternships” programme, drawing on successful overseas models, 
for New Zealand. We found that the concept resonated strongly with stakeholders 
and decided to convene a Design Institute to determine how it could work here.  

We briefed Stanford University d.schools K12 Lab to design and run this process, 
beginning with an initial empathy building process and concluding with a Co-
Design Day. We were delighted to work closely with Laura McBain, the Lab’s 
Director of Community and former Director of External Relations at High Tech 
High, as well as her colleague, Devon Young, to develop and plan this process.

The Co-Design Day took place on 12 April 2019 with 40 committed Kiwi educators, 
students, business people, non-profits and government agencies at AUT University 
working to develop the core values for a NZ programme, and to prototype the 
programme itself.

Background
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Prior to the day, our attendees conducted over 100 interviews with a diverse range 
of students, teachers and business leaders. They reported that teachers were often 
too busy to reach out, businesses were holding back from engagement with schools, 
and students frequently felt confused and fearful about the connection between 
their school learning and the changing tasks they would face in the workforce. 

Through exploring the needs of those potential ‘customers’, we arrived at three key 
values, or design principles, to guide the programme’s development:

We divided into six groups comprising students, educators and businesses, with each 
group developing a distinct model. Common themes emerged across the models as 
well as many fresh and innovative ideas that we are excited to explore further.

A strong theme was the importance of catalysing authentic learning experiences for 
all participants. Businesses genuinely want a fresh external perspective; teachers want 
to sit in on and contribute to real live projects at their host business; and students 
want a chance to experience the same learning as their teacher, and to present their 
solutions to the business. 

Kaupapa/values

Prototypes

Ensuring the programme and 
its outcomes are inclusive and 

accessible to all educators, 
students and businesses in 
NZ, respecting our different 
perspectives, positions and 

priorities

Providing learning for educators, 
students and businesses that is 
‘hands on, minds on, hearts on’, 
with collaboration and empathy 

at the centre

Challenging norms and breaking 
down constraints to open up 
pathways for young people to 

thrive in the new world of work, 
and for educators and business 
people to explore new ways of 

learning and collaborating

Tatou tatou Experiential Expansive



Another shared desire was for all participants - whether educators, students 
or business people - to receive meaningful recognition for their learning and 
contribution. Students wanted schools to record their 21C skills learning in addition 
to NCEA qualifications, recognising the value that businesses place on these skills; 
teachers wanted recognition of their professional development; and businesses 
valued community recognition of their contribution.

Groups also strongly recognised the need for a connector to 
help bridge the chasm between the worlds of education and 
business. They saw 21C Skills Lab’s key role as being to match 
educators with businesses in terms of 21C skills being explored 
and areas of project interest, and to help develop and grow 
these relationships. 

Exciting ideas for further development and testing include:

• A hackathon to explore how we can create better opportunities for students to 
meaningfully engage with businesses and the world of work 

• Building empathy and understanding between local businesses and schools 
through “kai and kōrero” sessions where businesses share issues that concern 
them and schools consider how their students could assist 

• Self-matching of educators and business partners on a digital platform 

• Sharing the stories of the school-business projects and real-world based 
lessons developed as a result of edternships as a resource for all, able to be 
replicated and built on by schools and businesses nationally
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For 21C Skills Lab, Stanford d.school’s Design Institute process was a powerful 
model we will use again to deepen our understanding of the needs and aspirations 
of students, educators and businesses in New Zealand and co-design innovative 
programmes in response. 

In particular, we were struck by the strength of purpose of our young people - they 
know the type of learning they want and need, and they are willing and very able 
to work collaboratively with businesses and their teachers to design how they 
can access it. We recognised that, by allowing them an equal voice, we have given 
young people faith that change together is possible. We are determined to honor 
that trust.

The three values - tatou tatou, experiential and expansive - that 
our participants drew from the combined contributions of over 
100 empathy interviews also strike us as resonating beyond the 
Edternships programme to cover all of 21C Skills Lab’s work. We 
have adopted them as our core values or kaupapa.

We are now entering Phase Two of the project, where 21C Skills Lab will work with 
a small group of educators and business people to build an edternship experience 
that allows the matching of partners, the development of mutual understanding and 
learning, and the co-development of a powerful learning experience for students. We 
will also deepen our research into international models, working closely alongside 
Ignited, the Silicon Valley based programme that has been evolving a range of 
edternship programmes with partners like Google and Facebook for many years.

We are working towards undertaking these edternships in July and August 2019, 
concluding with a final workshop where the programme will be tweaked and 
modified, ready for a wider roll-out in Phase Three, beginning in September 2019. 

We are excited by the commitment of our participants and partners to this 
mahi, and welcome others on board as we work towards a game-changing 
programme for New Zealand. 

Our Learning

Phase Two
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